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Visit from a Lesser God is the much-anticipated sequel to Spirits of a Lesser God. Some of the bizarre, flamboyant, larger-
than-life characters � Twiss, George and Patel � who featured in A. R. Forte�s first collection of short stories make
a comeback. Dave Parker also makes a guest appearance. Fans of the previous book will be able find out what
happened to these characters, and see justice be done � to some of the dastardly people who were malicious in the
first book. Each story takes a dramatic twist, so the reader will remain intrigued as to what happens next. 

The book is frantic with thought-provoking satires that forces the reader to think outside the accepted paradigms
of society and behave in a manner that does not conform and fit in to the politically correct machine. As with A. R.
Forte�s first book, this collection of stories will appeal to fans of Jonathan Swift and George Orwell, fans of pop
culture and those looking for something with a cutting edge.

Reader reviews for the prequel, Spirits of a Lesser God:

�Takes satire to a different level... Each piece fences, jabs and swings at human hypocrisy brilliantly.�
�The reader is invited to walk alongside each character and can almost see, hear and feel them...�

�Forte has a shrewd and inviting way of sharing his prose with the reader.�
�Would not advise a reader to read it in public... some of the some of the situations are absolutely hilarious!�

�I have never read anything as action packed and daring!�
�You must buy this book... You�ll view the world with a different perspective... Forte has an amazing look on life.�

An ex-Polaris submariner for the Royal Navy, A. R. Forte currently works in security, living and working in Spain. Spirits of a Lesser
God was published in 2012 by Matador, and The Horse Keeper was published in 2013.
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